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In 1 M. Berger stated a theorem relating to Jacobi fields of a
complete 8-pinched Riemannian manifold which is an extension of
Rauch’s metric comparison theorem 3. This theorem is equivalent
to the following

Proposition A. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold
whose sectional curvature K satisfies the inequality
(1) 0<<K<I
and X be any Jacobi field along a geodesic x-’ffs) parameterized
with arc length s such that
( 2 ) <X(0), v’(0)>- 0, X’(0) 0, II X(0) II- ,
then
( 3 ) 1[ X(s)]l _--< cos V/s for O<=s<zc/2.

Berger’s proof of Theorem 1 in [13 is due to the principle of
variation analogous to Rauch’s method in [2 but it is not clear
whether this theorem is true or not by his exposition only. Since
it can be shown that Proposition A is true in the case dim M=2,
it may be considered that it is a conjecture in the case dim M>2.
In this note, the author will show that this proposition holds for a
locally symmetric Riemannian manifold.

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and X a Jacobi
field along a geodesic x-7(s) parameterized with arc length s. Then,
X satisfies the following equation

DX + -0,( 4 ) ds \-s’
d7 the tangentwhere D denotes the covariant differentiation of M,-d

vector of the curve z-7(s) and R the curvature tensor field of M.
Now, let k be a positive constant and suppose that

X(s)0, y(8) =cos ks0
in an interval 0=<s<s0. In this interval, we put

X’<x, >(5)
IlXll

where <,> denotes the inner product in M and X’= DX. If we have
ds
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(X(0), 7’(0)>= 0, then (X(s), 7’(s)>- 0 for any s. In this case, by
virtue of (4) and

where K X,

spanned by X and d we have in the inrval 0SSo

ii(x, ’x-x’x, x’II X

x {-x’’-’x’+(x’R(e’ x))}
1

+llXll<x’

us define a uni vector field along the geodesic by
X

then

and so

<x,x’>x

II ’ II"= [[ x’ll" <x, x’?

The equation above can be written as

(6)

Lemma 1.
have

Proof.

Under the same hypothesis of Proposition A, we

iiX(s) ii>-coss for O<=s<=/2.
In (6), we put k-l, then

’- -YI! XII{1--K(X,-sT)+ II ’ Ii"}--< 0
Since (0)-0, we get

and so
(s)=<o,
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(X, X’) >_ sins for 0 =< s__< So.

lIX(0)ll-(coss),=0-1 and the inequality above imply
II X(s) II >__cos s for O<=s<=So.

From these arguments, we can extend the interval 0=<s<s0 to the
interval 0< s</2.

Lemma 2. Under the same hypothesis of Proposition A, if
we have ’ 0 for 0<s</2, then

II X(s)!l<cos /s for O<s<=/2.
Proof. In (6), we put k- $, then

and so
<X, X’> _< _1/- sin 1/8 s

II X II cos r/ s

from which we get

II X(s)II <cos-s

for 0<s__</2,

for 0<s__</2.
Theorem 1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold whosv

sectional curvature K satisfies the inequality
0<8=<K=<l

and x=7(s) be a geodesic parameterized with arc lvngth s. If there
exist n- 1 Jacobi fields X, re- 1, 2, ..., n- 1, along the geodesic

such that
II X<0) II , X’<0) 0, <X<0), ’(0)> 0

(a) (a)

and z/--X/llXil are parallelly displaced along the geodesic and
(a) (a) (a)

orthogonal each other to. Then, for any Jacobi field X satisfying
the condition (2), we have

II X(s) ]l__<cosl/-s for O<=s</2.
Proof. By virtue of the assumption and Lemma 2, we have

II X(s) II__<cost/ s for O<=s<=/2.
(a)

Since we can represent X as
t--1 a--1

X(s) , aX(s), , a- 1,
a-----1 {a)

we have

hence
II X(s) IIcoss for O<=s</2.

Theorem 2. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold whose
sectional curvature satisfies the inequality

0<=<K=<I,
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x-7(s) a geodesic parameterized with arc length s and X a Jacobi
field along the geodesic such that

II X(O)i1-1, X’(O)- O, <X(O), ,,/’(o)>- o.
If dim M=2 or M is locally symmetric, then

il X(s) II <cos 3/z s for O<=s<=/2.
Proof. In the case dim M=2, -X/I] X II is always parallelly

displaced along the geodesic for 0<s<=/2 by Lemma 1 and 7"(s) O.
Hence, by Lemma 2, we have II X(s) II cos 1/$ s for 0 s<r/2.

In the case M is locally symmetric, we take an orthogonal frame
(/(0), e(0), ..-, e_(0), e(0)), e(0)=/’(0) at x-/(0) and parallelly
displace this frame along the geodesic which we denotes (/(s), e(s), ...,
e_(s), e(s)). If we put X=, X(s)e(s), then the Jacobi equation

(4) along the geodesic can be written as

(4’) dX’ +, R,X-O,
ds

where Ro- are the components of the curvature tensor with respect
to the frame (7(s), e(s),---, e(s)). Since M is locally symmetric,

R are all constants along the geodesic. If we firstly choose
(/(0), e(0), ..-, e(0)) so that

R,,-O (i’),
then we have n-1 Jacobi fields as follows

X(s) (cos vR,s)e,(s), -1, 2, ..., n- 1,
which satisfy the condition in Theorem 1. Thus, we have

II X(s)II cos1/ s for 0s=<zr/2
by Theorem 1.

Remark. The author does not know whether Proposition A is
true or not. If it is not true, we have to make a counter example
in a suitable Riemannian manifold which is of dimension >2 and not
locally symmetric. And we have to take a geodesic in the manifold
along which we can not choose n-1 Jaeobi fields X, or-1, 2, ..., n-1,
as in Theorem 1.
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